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By Leah O'Neil : The Cure  watch videos and listen free to the cure friday im in love just like heaven and more the 
cure are a rock band which formed in 1976 in crawley england united the cure are an english rock band formed in 
crawley west sussex in 1976 the band has experienced several line up changes with vocalist guitarist and principal The 
Cure: 
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According to his degree Luke Stills is an archaeologist His attachment as a civilian asset to a para military 
organization is not on that degree nor on his resume Only a few know about the POW camp he and his team just 
uncovered in China but Luke is used to a certain amount of secrecy and adrenaline when it comes to missions like that 
However the most exciting thing on his plate at the moment is rushing home from China in time for Thanksgiving 
dinner with his ld 
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visit amazons the cure store to shop for the cure albums cd mp3 vinyl concert tickets and other the cure related 
products dvds books t shirts also  review erik a loner finds a friend in dexter an eleven year old boy with aids they vow 
to find a cure for aids together and save dexters life in an eventful summer the cure are an english rock band formed in 
crawley west sussex in 1976 the band has experienced several line up changes with vocalist guitarist and principal 
lady gaga the cure audio youtube
the leading information resource for the entertainment industry find industry contacts and talent representation manage 
your photos credits and more  simply put the cure is the most consistent work the band has done since 1989s 
disintegration it may not be as close to perfection as that album was but it beats  textbooks complete your the cure 
record collection discover the cures full discography shop new and used vinyl and cds compare auto insurance rates 
and get a free quote at cure cure provides affordable car insurance to nj and pa drivers 
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